ACTION
TEAM BUILDING

DESERT ADVENTURiNG
TEAM BUILDING - ACTION

KEY ASPECTS
• Problem Solving
• Leadership
• Decision Making Communication
• Adventure
• Project making
• Stress Management
• Fun
• Passion
REQUIREMENTS:
TIME: From 3 hours to 1 days
LOCATION: Desert

WHAT iS iT ABOUT?
We are glad to say that YaYa offers different options of experiences in the desert.
As organizing events is part of our core business, we can provide a number of solutions customizable on request… And the desert is an
amazing location that offers many options and type of activities!
Our team building formats can be adjusted on the time available, number of participants and kind of experience you are looking for:
An action experience that involves riding quads and buggies, a more engineering activity that will engage the participants with
constructions and problem solving, orienteering, a tailored treasure hunt that includes both options… and more!
We can personalize your adventure and add value by providing extra services that could suit and complete perfectly your company event.
How?
YaYa can take care of guided desert tours following the team building, a dinner post event or music entertainment.
Based on your requirements we can cater the event you are looking for.

ORiENTEERiNG iN THE DESERT
During the Orienteering Challenge each member of the team will ride a quad! The challenges of the day will be many and lead only one
team to win.
GSP Orienteering: each team will have to reach some check points! The clue of Orienteering is to find the best route to follow and get to
the next challenge. The difficulty of Orienteering relies on the fact that participants have to find autonomously the best itinerary.
Survival Training: participants have to build objects that will let them survive in the desert (a shelter for the night, a ladder, a stretcher for
an injured member of the team…).
Fire lighting: to warm themselves in the night, the teams will learn how to set a fire safely and keep in for the night.
Survival Decision Making Test: participants will face different tests, about surviving in the desert or on a snowy mountain top. The team
that will be able to make the best choices and guarantee survival and safety of all its members will become the winner of this challenge!

STORY BOAT
TEAM BUILDING - ACTION

KEY ASPECTS
• Engagement
• Design
• Coordination
• Fun
• Passion
• Challenge
• Teamwork
REQUIREMENTS:
TIME: From 2 hours to 1 day
LOCATION: Indoor or outdoor space for the boat
building and a swimming pool for the race

WHAT iS iT ABOUT?
This is a format we usually recommend when our clients are looking for something exciting, memorable and… Fresh!
Although it may sound like a physical challenge, Story Boat is much more than that. It’s actually the opportunity to have your attendees
working together towards the creation of their own Mean of Travel.
Building a boat as a team, with limited resources and time, calculating risks and physics, making sure the core underneath is strong and
the frame is light enough to float.. It’s a very fulfilling and revealing session.
Which outcome will be tested in the water!
Teamwork is the common ground where to set up the structure of a successful construction. So Communication, Coordination, Problem
Solving and Stress Management are the first skills to show during the brainstorming and build time.
Once the boat project and build has been completed (and possibly decorated), the race in the pool among teams will start and as you
can imagine, this is the most energetic and fun moment that everyone wants to see!
It is a liberatory and unique time, where colleagues will find themselves engaged in a fun challenge that will surely lead to new dynamics.
And as per all our team building formats, here is what it’s all about: the establishment of new positive relationships that will last in the
future.

HOW DOES iT WORK?
Story Boat team building is a boat race in a swimming pool. But the challenge is not simply about floating or sinking, there is a whole
work behind.
Division in teams, brainstorming, boat project on paper and its measurements, the design and engineering session (and related mistakes),
all the way to the ultimate creation of the team boat ready to sail.
The boats will race against one another by two and will be evaluated and rewarded on different grounds… About the actual race (speed
and endurance) and about everything that happens before that!
Through the coordination of our master trainers, during the debriefing there will be a final evaluation (and prize if requested by the client)
for the…
Best Crew, Best Engineering, Best Design and Decoration…
Possibly, we can evaluate and reward also the boat that sinks in the most scenographic way!
It is all about Fun and Teamwork.

DIGITAL HUNTING
TEAM BUILDING - ACTION

KEY ASPECTS
• Communication
• Lateral Thinking
• Teamwork
• Time Management
• Problem Solving
• Challenge
• Teamwork
REQUIREMENTS:
TIME: From 3 hours to 1 day
LOCATION: Outdoor spaces (studied before the event)

WHAT iS iT ABOUT?
Digital Hunting is the activity that will set along the way exciting challenges for the teams with one final goal…. Find the treasure!
We always enjoy to see how groups take this team building activity with a determinate spirit, because in Digital Hunting there is always the
desire to win and to have fun!
The participants will have to face different challenges, looking for clues, solving enigmas and answering to quiz questions in order to
get to the following step.
This team building can be organized indoor or outdoor, which makes the experience engaging and unpredictable to the teams!
The attendees will have to count on their team skills to figure out how to solve a mystery or where to find a specific clue that will lead them
to the next location of their itinerary.
It is fun, it is the opportunity to get together and communicate to each other, to take game-related decisions through brainstorming,
to show the personal skills to help the group and be creative!
YaYa can modify the content and requirements of the activities the teams will have to face based on the company requests. In
this way, Digital Hunting won’t be just about enjoying a fun experience but also involving the company pillars, mission, vision or general
competences into the activity. How great is that!
At the end of the itineraries, one common final stop will make all teams unite and who gets there first… Is the winner!
The treasure will be a prize decided by the company and we will take care of including it in the activity and its presentation.

HOW DOES iT WORK?
Once welcomed the participants, our professional staff will introduce the activity and explain rules and aims of the team building.
Where do we meet?
It depends on the location where the game will take place, however we can arrange the starting point based on the requests.
It is not a matter of speed as we want everyone to enjoy the itinerary and we will evaluate also the creativity and effort each
team will put into every challenge.
Teams will receive a hint in the shape of a letter, image, item or tool that will have to be figured out in order to move forward. Not all the
clues are easy to be found so the attendees will have to pay attention to details and always cooperate among each other. Some
challenges will require the entire team to perform something, other ones will be related to the solution of a problem or to find the right
answers…. Everything is possible and everything is customizable!
The team reaching the finish line first will be the winner, although our staff will calculate each total score: the evaluation is based on team
work skills and how every team performed the activities.

DIGITAL CITY CHALLENGE
TEAM BUILDING - ACTION

KEY ASPECTS
• Proactivity
• Visual Thinking
• Problem Solving
• Communication
• Time Management
• Teamwork
• Fun
REQUIREMENTS:
TIME: From 2 to 4 hours
LOCATION: City center or a big venue with different
spaces

WHAT iS iT ABOUT?
Digital City Challenge is often confused with a Treasure Hunt, but we like to specify that these are 2 different activities, run in different ways
and with different objectives.
Digital City Challenge is a challenge that will allow the participants firstly to explore a new area, to get a little lost in places they have
never been before and get to know more about the local life and its traditions. It is an active learning experience, because every
team will have to face and complete a number of tasks throughout a specific itinerary.
Imagine then your team, in a beautiful area of the city, moving towards one pin point to the other and accomplishing a number of fun
activities…. Captured as photos or videos that will always remain a great memory of a great day outdoor!
We surely recommend this format whenever our clients are seeking for something that will give a break to the daily routines and reenergize the team’s spirit. There is so much to say about Digital City Challenge. But what counts the most are all the positive results
that this kind of format gives back to the company.
Visual Thinking, Communication, Leadership, Proactivity, Problem Solving, Lateral Thinking, Time Management… These are just some of the
skills that will be enhanced thanks to this type of team building. And of course, a lot of fun.
All our clients have always enjoyed all the aspects about Digital City Challenge and, by providing the company’s material related to the
vision, mission or pillars, we offer the option to customize all the challenges and quiz of the itineraries!

HOW DOES iT WORK?
Digital City Challenge is a great outdoor fun experience, that will introduce the participants into the folkloristic local culture while taking
part of a constructive team building activity. Our professional staff will welcome the group at the location where the itineraries will start
from. That’s where we will explain the rules and aim of the activity.
Although every team will have to manage the available time to complete the itinerary and the missions, the challenges and final evaluation
are not based on a fast execution. The goal is to go through the itinerary and face every step in the most creative way!
Every team will receive an Ipad that leads them from one location to the other through a special application. Following Gps points that
will appear only one step at the time once completing each mission, the groups will receive pop-up messages from the Ipad, with the
specific challenge request.
Besides answering to some quiz that they will get to ready along the path, the actual challenges are dynamic and require creativity.
Capturing their performance through the Ipad in videos or photos, the material will be sent right away to our “judges” in
order to evaluated with points the team work, creativity and efforts!

HOW DOES iT WORK?
As the activites and quiz are based on general knowledge or the area where the team building takes place, the participants will have either
to count on team work and communication on order to complete the challenge or… Simply try their luck!
Both quiz and video & photo challenges are customizable. How?
YaYa can modify the content and requirements of the activities the teams will have to face based on the company requests. In this way,
Digital City Challenge won’t be just about enjoying a fun outdoor experience but also involving the company pillars, mission, vision
or general competences into the activity. How great is that!
In Dubai we usually provide 2 options of path:
•Burj Khalifa
•Dubai Creek.
Each team will walk a different path but they will all meet in the final checkpoint!

FORMULA ONE
TEAM BUILDING - ACTION

KEY ASPECTS
• Planning
• Strategy
• Testing
• Implementation
• Division of Roles
• Collaboration
• Emotions
• Entertainment
REQUIREMENTS:
TIME: From 2 hours to 1 day
LOCATION: Indoor or outdoor space for the car
building. Yard or proper space for the race

WHAT iS iT ABOUT?
We can consider this format as a mix of engineering and physical activity, reason why it works very well whenever our clients are looking for
a team building that can engage and excite different targets of attendees all at once.
Formula One requires the team’s effort in brainstorming, project planning, designing and actually building a mini car.
All these different sessions necessarily bring the participants to be united and on the same page towards a common result: creating the
most efficient machine that will win the race.
Skills such as Communication, Listening, Time Managing, Project Managing and Problem Solving are the first assets that every team will
practice in order to get successful results.
Lead by our master trainer and facilitators specialized in engineering formats, we can guarantee that every attendee will be fully
entertained and engaged in this challenge. From our side, besides the actual car race that will take place outdoor, it is important to
observe and evaluate the teamwork shown during the planning, designing and building of the mini car as it will be taken into
consideration at the end of the team building, during the debriefing time.

HOW DOES iT WORK?
After a first introduction and presentation of the team building and desired outcomes, teams will go towards their ”box” where the magic
will take place!
Each team will be briefed about the different steps before the actual car race, as well as deciding who will be the person driving the car!
We will provide all the equipment and needful to build the mini car. However, it will be completely up to the teams to figure out
the best way to assemble parts and build the perfect machine. It is not simply about screw drivers and bolts…
Teams will have to calibrate weights, to consider the aerodynamics of the mini car, or to tailor the size based on the pilot! And, what many
lady attendees like to take pride of, is the aestethic of the machine, because we evaluate the decorations as well!
Once each team’s masterpiece is ready and functional (within the time frame allowed by the company), we will move to the racing area
where the contest will start. One pilot, two co-pilots behind to support the car in speed and direction, all the team cheering and supporting
the game… This moment is pure fun and excitement! Who will reach the finish line?
There will be only one car winning the race. But this doesn’t mean it will be the same scoring the highest level on the podium!
The aim of all our team building activities is of course to have fun, but not just that. Formula One is a day of adrenaline and challenge,
although we care to make sure that your company values and pillars will be there all along. The format can be customized in many
different ways, as we can enhance the mini car building experience by including your company points, vision and mission.
During the briefing, our master can address the activity and make sure each team will give their best, as participants as well as colleagues
too! The outcome of the new dynamics established during the activity will surprise you as they will last from that day onwards.

MORE THAN UNEXPECTED

www.yaya.ae

